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#MAKEPL ACEHAPPEN

HOW WE GOT THERE
We collaborated with Hamilton-Lauraville
Main Street and adjacent small businesses
to understand their needs to stay open while
maintaining physical distancing and other
COVID-19 precautions. Through facilitated
discussions facilitated, merchants asked
for outdoor seating, distancing markers,
event space, pedestrian and wheelchair
accessibility, public art, signage, bicycle
parking, and artful wayfinding.

OUR DESIGN IN ACTION
Since installing the space local businesses
have reported an increase in foot traffic and
sales. During the warm months merchants
and shoppers filled the pedestrian spaces with
activity, especially during the locally organized
First Fridays evening event series. The Curbside
Commons has proven so popular that HamiltonLauraville Main Street, participating merchants,
and countless residents have already expressed
enthusiasm to keep the public space intact
beyond the necessity of COVID-19 precautions.
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